Big data in the context of Euskalmet activities
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Introduction

Fig.1. Four dimensions of big data

Traditional operational meteorology rely on big amount of data, from
different simulation models, observation sources and different man-based
products. This classical scenario involves large amounts of more or less
structured data. Nowadays, connected sensors are becoming ubiquitous
and social networks offer valuable real-time geolocalised information. Big
data may offer a greater insight and result in better and new products for
end-users (including forecasts improvements), although some challenges
have to be faced before the technology can be used in current procedures.
There are many definitions of Big Data (Manyika et al 2011, Gartner
2011,2014, NESSI 2014, Kitchin 2014, IBM 2014). Big data has been used
to convey all sorts of concepts, including: huge quantities of data, social
media analytics, next generation data management capabilities, real-time
data, and much more. Users of these technologies understand that big data
is best described by today’s greater volume of data, the new types of data
and analysis, or the emerging requirements for more real-time information

Data characteristics

analysis (Schroeck et al 2012). Here we understand that “big data” cover
the technologies and techniques that allow to extract value from a set of
data that is too complex to be processed by traditional means in an
acceptable way. The complexity comes from the multiple dimensions of data
(Ishwarappa 2015, NESSI 2014, Manyika et al 2011 Gartner 2014, IBM
2014), and particularly from Volume, Variety, Veracity or Velocity, the ‘so
call four “Vs” of big data (see Fig 1.).
The final goal in the case of Basque Meteorology Agency (Euskalmet) is to
be able to extract trends and outliers by analysis of a combination of new
and traditional data sources using “big data”. In this work we present
preliminary aspects dealing with big data in the context of Euskalmet. First
we analyze data used in Euskalmet and its possible future evolution.
Secondly we briefly introduce how data are managed today in Euskalmet
and some techniques and technologies already available in big data
ecosystems. Finally some conclusions from Euskalmet context and possible
consideration for future are mentioned.
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Fig. 2.. Data classification based on traditional/non-traditional Meteo/non-meteo attributes

Looking at current day, in Tab. 1 we present some general characteristics of main
data handled by Euskalmet. Note on one hand, the huge amount of modeling data
and the importance of remote sensing data, on the other hand, the low volume
involved in today human based products (includes social network). The volume of
structured data today archived in SQL Data Bases (DB) are no more than 1% of the
total volume data and comes mainly from Euskalmet record responsibilities of
In the case of a Regional Weather Service, the volume of data, depending on the Basque weather (Fig 3) .
type of facility and services provided (mainly with origin in instrumentation and Local Looking to the future, several cross-cutting trends have fueled growth in data
Area Models), will be several orders of magnitude less that in the case of bigger generation and will continue to propel the rapidly expanding pools of data. These
Meteorological Centers with larger coverage (even global). In any case, advanced trends include growth in traditional transactional databases, continued expansion
services and proximity to the user introduce variety and veracity factors as the of multimedia content, increasing popularity of social media, and proliferation of
essence of "big data" at local and regional scale. Data handled in the case of applications of sensors in the Internet of Things (Manyika et al 2011, NESSI 2014).
Euskalmet are of similar nature to those handled in any weather center at regional In the meteo-climatic context, we must be prepared for huge data generation
level. Data can be classified in different ways according to structuration, type, format, capabilities from new NWP (multi-purpose, multi-scale, hyper-resolution, supervolume, access, source, latency, generation, etc. In Fig.2. we classified data used in ensembles...) and new remote sensing (mainly new satellite and radar capabilities),
operational meteorology in two main data groups; traditional (already existing in the the increasing use of multimedia (particularly videos from surveillance), the rapid
twentieth century) and nontraditional (XXI century), distinguishing between purely adoption of smartphones driving up the usage of social networking (unstructured
meteorological and non-meteorological data. If we consider data structuration; data, natural language, etc.) and new sensor and devices with meteo capabilities
meteo sensors data are structured and usually stored in relational database; NWP, embedded in the physical world and connected by networks to computing resources
Satellite and Radar are highly structured and suitable for computer processing but (vehicles, mobile phone, UAV, etc.).
stored in native format; Video/images are of well-structured nature but difficult to Projections for the future, always a challenging field, are difficult but necessary to
process; Social networks data and others natural language products are establish potential scenarios for planning. In Fig. 4 and 5 we can see possible
unstructured and difficult to process. In Fig. 3 we group the data considering its Euskalmet evolution for near and long future. Note the exponential data volume
structuration and if is generated automatically with machines or by human hand. One tendency (see Fig. 4) and how at any time data volume is driven by NWP necessities
of the challenges that arises is how to extract value from non-meteo data not used but data from new instrumentation and social networks became also considerable in
regularly and particularly how to extract value in operational meteorology from data future (Fig. 5). Although large data volumes are expected, we handled thousand
loosely structured and often ungoverned.
times less information than large meteorological centers like MetOffice (Nelson
2013).
In a Meteorological Service a large amount of information is generated, collected
and accumulated in operational, research and management activities (Hoffman et al
2011, Overpeck et al 2011). These data can be categorized as Big data, not only to
the extent that large volumes of data are available (terabytes to exabytes) but also
because their variety (presented in different ways) and veracity (often present
uncertainties, inconsistencies or are ambiguous).

Today there are many big-data tools (hard and soft) in the market . Dealing
with hard, among others, high-performance computers and some cloud
capabilities are required (more in Singh et al 2014). Focusing on soft, MPP
databases, search-based applications, distributed file systems, distributed
databases, cloud-based, parallel data analysis platforms, data
programming languages and more specialized tools for specific data
domains are needed (e.g. Singh et al 2014). Commercial solutions from
different companies (Oracle Corporation, IBM, Microsoft, Software AG,
SAP, EMC, HP, Dell, etc) are available , and also some open-source (see
Fig. 7). Data without insight is an unrealized resource. Big Data analytics is
the application of analytic capabilities (descriptive, diagnostic, predictive
and prescriptive) on complex datasets. Big Data analytics can be
considered as a extension of data, text, network and mobile analytics (Chen
et al 2012). Includes different technologies like A/B testing, crowdsourcing,
data fusion and integration, genetic algorithms, machine learning, natural
language processing, signal processing, simulation, time series analysis
and visualisation (Mkinsey 2011). At the end grounded mostly in data
mining and statistical analysis (well known tools in meteo-climatic
business).
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In the future, the increasing volume and complexity in data managed by
Euskalmet (see Fig 4), will require the implementation of new techniques
and technologies (tools) suitable for new data incoming (i.e. be ready for
Big data).
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Once we have analyzed some characteristics of common meteo-climatic
data, don’t forget that we need to put intelligence on raw data in order to
convert it in information to obtain knowledge and extract value. For this
purpose support from adequate technologies and efficient techniques are
essential (Lavalle et al 2011). Specific hard and soft are needed for archive,
manage and analyze data (Singh et al 2014). All Meteorological Services
has today, in different degree, this capabilities for its actual data
requirements including HPC (in some degree) and specific mathematical
and analytical models.
Currently, in the Euskalmet case, we manage data stored on different
servers depending mainly on their type. Structured data from different
sensors and operational activities are stored in tables within relational
databases (see Fig 4), unstructured data such as emails or texts, are stored
in their native formats. Data generated by machines (NWP, Remote
sensing) without human intervention (computers, processes, applications),
and audio/video/images are stored in different directories within specific
computers disks that facilitate its further dissemination. Exploitation and
data analytic is done based in multiples ad-hoc solutions carry out for
different purposes (forecast, surveillance, monitoring, validation, integration,
management, dissemination, etc). Those solutions are based in different
techniques (numerical modeling, statistical techniques, visualization, etc.)
and are implemented using a variety of languages and tools (Fortran, C++,
IDL, R, Python, Matlab, etc.).
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Conclusions
Big data, not new in weather services. The promise of data driven decision- Criticism is still necessary. The adoption of big data in near future seems to be
making is now being recognized broadly, and there is growing enthusiasm for the
notion of Big Data (Labrinidis 2012). But in operational meteorology data drivendecision is our daily job. As a meteo service we have been using big-data concepts
during last years but we didn’t know. Our problems start long time ago, during data
acquisition, when huge potential data volumes requires us to make decisions,
usually in an ad hoc manner, about what data to keep and what to discard, and how
to store what we keep reliably with the right metadata. Challenges continued with
the need to extract valuable and actionable information with in deep analysis from
different data sets considering interrelationships. Finally it remain clear that user
orientation should guide all our actions and that results presentation and its
interpretation by non-technical experts is crucial to extracting actionable knowledge.

inevitable in many business but some critical questions are open (e.g. Boyd D.
2012).. The question is, if there is actually any new and real substance behind all
these big data discussions for operational weather application. As a regional
operational weather service is important to detect real improvements and new
opportunities that potentially bring big data, but without obsession. In any case, in
Euskalmet case , new sensors, video surveillance data, and social networks seems
to be the data drivers for new opportunities. But keep in mind that, bigger data are
not always better data, specially when dealing with social network data, rubbish is
always there. When dealing with social big data, don’t forget that legal and privacy
aspects must be considered (e.g. NESSI 2014) and that people’ and ‘Social media
users’ are not synonymous.

Integration and big data analytics is the key. The value of data explodes Pragmatic approach. Euskalmet strategy is simple and pragmatic first identify
when it can be linked with other data, thus data integration is a major creator of
value. Traditional meteo sensors data are structured an usually managed throw SQL
Data Bases. NWP, Satellite or Radar are highly structured data but in native formats
that usually requires specific tools in order to extract value. Other data as images
and video are structured for storage and display, but not for semantic content and
search. In other cases data are semi-structured or unstructured (text, mails, social
networks, webs) and difficult to analyze. Big data analysis is the key question in
many meteorological applications, due to lack of scalability of the underlying
algorithms and due to the complexity of the data that needs to be analyzed.

requirements (operational and user driven) and then to incrementally upgrade our
infrastructures, data sources and analytics capabilities over time. At same time, as a
internal proof of concept, starting with existing data and infrastructures, we are
going to implement a preliminary “low cost big data ecosystem” based on open
source tools (Hadoop cluster, HDFS system, Yarn Mapreduce, Apache
Mahout/Spark, Mongo DB, Elastic Logstash/Search/Kibana and R and Python). The
final aim is to build new data structures and analytical capabilities based on
integration of non-structured text data (from bulletin, texts, mails, press twiter, etc)
and other available data in order to achieve relative near-term results improving
user-oriented local services (including operational forecast).

Fig. 6. Most popular open source tools grouped depending on main purpose
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